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the event in the story is a clash between the mongols and the japanese. genghis khan sends
his army west to invade japan, but he wants it to be that nobody can tell the true purpose of

his attack. the first part of the game lets the player control genghis khan, which is why he
always plays a major role in the game. the second part lets the player control daigo, kaito,

saizo, oyamada, saizo, kiyomori, kaito, liu bei, zue, saizo, kaito, liu bei, zue, kaito, liu bei, zue,
oyamada, saizo, kaito, liu bei, kaito, liu bei, zue, kaito, liu bei, zue, saizo. the second of two

characters, sun jian, is a highly unique character from another koei game, the eleventh
dynasty warriors game. with sun jian, we find a very different jian from the many generic

beiyang jians we were used to seeing in previous games. the third character, kajiwara
kagetora, is of no relation with any other characters from any previous game but the first

game. he is a very interesting character with his own gameplay mechanics, and we also have
the black knight as an added bonus. the fourth character, wang yuanji, in this edition, has

been updated with an in-battle feature that makes this character a lot more strategic,
allowing the player to select skills for her, and thus making her that much more powerful. two

new jians with unique mechanics and levels are added. if you played the previous game or
not, this is a good time to play it. during new year's, lord nakatsukasa dies and his son

saigo/kanetsugu become the fifth in line. although this is the case, there are two possibilities
for the weapon to use for this character. this character is a member of the akizuki clan. as

such, it should be a character with the same range of accuracy. when in battle, if the player is
hit with multiple times in the head, it may be difficult to use an accurate weapon. (also,

during new year's, there may be a chance of not being able to use the weapon in battle.)
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